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Introduction 
 
Every person is accountable for his or her own “right to drink”. Failure to treat this or any 
“right” responsibly has consequences. The person’s “right” can and should be taken away 
when the failure to act responsibly endangers other. Today I would like to talk to you about 
the problems of drinking and driving, and why it is a concern for all of us.  
 
Main Point I 
 
 I’d like to start off by talking about the penalties of drinking and driving. Did you know that 
drunk driving is the nation’s most frequently committed violent crime? A chronic drunk 
driver is a person who has driven over 1,000 times before being caught. They do not 
respond to social pressures, law enforcement, and the messages that have been 
combined to reform the drinking and driving behavior of our society. Given the highly 
disproportionate role that these people play in drunk driving incidents, injuries, and 
fatalities, it would be wise to put our focus on them. The chronic drunk drivers comprise 
only a small percentage of all the drivers, yet they cause the most accidents. Studies have 
found that 21 to 34 year olds make up approximately half of all the drunk drivers that are 
in alcohol-related fatal accidents. They are also responsible for more fatal accidents than 
any other age group, and seem to have the highest blood alcohol content. This is where 
the biggest problem is, considering that they are resistant to change their drinking patterns 
and behavior. About a third of all drivers arrested for DWI’s are repeat offenders according 
to data gathered in 13 states. Every single injury and death caused by a drunk driver is 
totally preventable. Know your limit! If you are not sure what your limit is experiment at 
home with a responsible person. Most people find that they can drink about one drink per 
hour without any ill effects. It is illegal for a bar or restaurant to serve an intoxicated 
person in all but four states. Nearly three out of four (about 72%) of the driving age think 
that penalties for drinking and driving should be more severe, and half of those think much 
more severe. Our law provides a civil liability as well as criminal liability for any person 
providing alcohol to a person restricted from purchasing, possessing, or consuming 
alcohol. Individuals in their own homes, medical, and religious uses are excluded. Section 
3 provides administrative action to be taken upon a licensed establishment violating the 
terms of licensing. Section 5 will make it illegal to buy alcohol if restricted; and last, 
Section 7 provides that the punishment for a conviction of a drinking and driving violation 
shall include an alcohol restriction, with the restriction noted on the person’s license.  
            Research shows that 75 percent of those with suspended licenses will drive 
illegally, depending on the length of the sentence. A disturbing phenomenon is that many 
of these individuals are not choosing to have their license renewed once their sentences 
have been completed; the typical jail sentence for most drunk drivers is two to three days 
and, “this amount of non-driving time does not have much impact in terms of drinking and 
driving.” Additionally, jail time removes people from their every day lives and people can 
lose their jobs and the support of family members. In short, everything familiar that could 
serve as support is taken away. Research shows that after they are released, convicted 
drunk drivers are just as likely to commit additional offenses as are offenders who are not 
jailed. 
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---- OSTATAK TEKSTA NIJE PRIKAZAN. CEO RAD MOŽETE PREUZETI 

NA SAJTU WWW.MATURSKI.NET ---- 
 
 

BESPLATNI GOTOVI SEMINARSKI, DIPLOMSKI I MATURSKI TEKST 
RAZMENA LINKOVA - RAZMENA RADOVA 

RADOVI IZ SVIH OBLASTI, POWERPOINT PREZENTACIJE I DRUGI EDUKATIVNI MATERIJALI. 
 

WWW.SEMINARSKIRAD.ORG  
WWW.MAGISTARSKI.COM 

WWW.MATURSKIRADOVI.NET  
 

 
NA NAŠIM SAJTOVIMA MOŽETE PRONAĆI SVE, BILO DA JE TO SEMINARSKI, DIPLOMSKI  ILI  MATURSKI RAD, 
POWERPOINT PREZENTACIJA I DRUGI EDUKATIVNI MATERIJAL. ZA  RAZLIKU OD OSTALIH MI VAM PRUŽAMO 
DA POGLEDATE SVAKI RAD, NJEGOV SADRŽAJ I PRVE TRI STRANE TAKO DA MOŽETE TAČNO DA ODABERETE 

ONO ŠTO VAM U POTPUNOSTI ODGOVARA. U BAZI SE NALAZE  GOTOVI SEMINARSKI, DIPLOMSKI I MATURSKI 
RADOVI  KOJE MOŽETE SKINUTI I UZ NJIHOVU POMOĆ NAPRAVITI JEDINSTVEN I UNIKATAN RAD. AKO U BAZI  
NE NAĐETE RAD KOJI VAM JE POTREBAN, U SVAKOM MOMENTU MOŽETE NARUČITI DA VAM SE IZRADI NOVI, 
UNIKATAN SEMINARSKI ILI NEKI DRUGI RAD RAD NA LINKU IZRADA RADOVA.  PITANJA I ODGOVORE MOŽETE 

DOBITI NA NAŠEM FORUMU ILI NA maturskiradovi.net@gmail.com 
 
 

http://www.maturski.net/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/
http://www.seminarskirad.org/
http://www.magistarski.com/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/forum/Forum-diplomski-radovi
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
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